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STATE I ELEC TI ON RESU LTS

CAMPUS I ELECTI O N RESPON SE

Voters reject
constitutional
convention
By EMILY ZULZ
Administration Editor
With 68 percent voting no, Illinois voters decided against the constitutional convention.
Under the current constitution,
the question whether or not to call
a constitutional convention has to
appear on the ballot every 20 years.
With 92 percent of precincts
reporting, the constitutional convention referendum had 2,761,831
no votes (68 percent) and
1,313,853 yes votes (32 percent).
"It was exactly what I would
assume the outcome would be,"
said David Carwell, a political science professor. "I'm hard pressed to
think of any political organization
that supported the constitutional
. "
convention.
He said the convention was only
on the ballot because it had to be,
not because any political organization wanted it on the ballot.
"I don't think there was any
question on anyone's mind that
there was the slightest chance it was
going to pass," Carwell said.
He said a great deal of money,
time and effort was put through
to defeat a convention from being
enacted.
Carwell said whether the system
in Ulinois is corrupt or not, organizations and institutions understand
the way the system works.
He said if the constitution was
changed, there's no idea what would
happen or what would be changed.
"We know how to work in the
existing system, and let's keep it
that way," he said.
He said it is perhaps berter to
have a corrupt, unethical system
one knows how to work with, as
opposed to a more moral system
where organizations do not know
how to get what its constituents
want.
Carwell said one thing a political scientist will tell a person is that
when a person puts something on
the ballot asking yes or no, it does
not matter what, the tendency for
people will be to vote no.
Grant Sterling, a philosophy
professor, said he was neither hapPY nor disappointed with the outcome of the convention.
"I sort of expected it would be
defeated, although it was surprising
it was defeated so overwhelmingly,"
he said.
Sterling said if a convention had
been held, it would have provided the opportunity to possibly do
things that needed changing.
He said a convention could have
revised the relationship between
corporate taxes and income taxes
"I think that could have been a
beneficial outcome of the constitutional convention," Sterling said.
With the current system, corporate taxes cannot be raised without
also raising income taxes and vice
versa.
"I think that's an undesirable
thing," Sterling said. "State legislature should have flexibility."

»

SEE CONSTITUTI ON, PAGE 5

CHUCK KENNEDY I MCT
President-elect Barack Obama and Vice President-elect Joe Biden wave to supporters after it is announced he has won the presidential election at
his Election Night Rally in Grant Park, Chicago on Tuesday.

Campus reacts to Obama victory
Students, faculty
express their feelings
on new president-elect
By BRITTNI GARCIA
Campus Editor
After a day of celebrating Barack
Obama's victory as the next president
of the United States, Aaron Taylor
was glad his vote meant change.
'1t's going to be a very historical
change," Taylor, a freshman history

major, said. "Because everyone was
excited and that is how elections
should be and it shouldn't be something we dread."
Taylor woke up at 7 a.m. Tuesday
in order to vote for the first time.
Political science professor Kevin Anderson said his patriotism was
reaffirmed after hearing the results
last night.
'1t wasn't a total surprise to me,"
Anderson said. "(There) was a part
of me that was very proud. It was
really an interesting and fascinating

night for political science professors
and in a way it was our Super Bowl."
Although he believes this was
a historical event, he said it would
also have been historical if John
McCain and Sarah Palin won
because she would be the first woman as vice president.
"It was a historical moment
and it took a lot of momentum,
and swept everyone up last night,"
Anderson said.
Chanelle Carley, a freshman
biology major, said Obama's victo-

ry has evolved American history by
being the first black president.
"I liked his policies and his plans
are better for the United States with
the situations we are in," Carley
said.
She said she was satisfied when
she received the results.
English professor Michael Loudon said the young American vote is
what made this historical event happen.

»

SEE REACTI ON, PAGE 5

LOCAL I POLL RESU LTS

Students line up before 6 a.m. to vote
Majority of
Coles County voters
cast their ballots
forObama
By MATT HOPF
Associate News Editor
Students played a pivotal role
in the presidential election in
Coles County Tuesday.
Coles County supported President-elect Barack Obama with a
51 percent majority in the election.
Surrounding counties, Douglas, Moultrie, Shelby, Cumberland, Clark and Edgar all supported McCain.
"From what I heard, students
played a major role in Coles
County more than normal," said
Coles County Clerk Sue Rennels.
According to the unoffi-

Charleston residents cast their votes in booths located in the Newman catholic Center on Tuesday afternoon. Polls opened at 6 a.m. and
remained open until 7 p.m.
cia! election results, Obama won

Coles County by 742 votes.

Rennels said about 1,500 students registered to vote in Coles
County prior to the election.
"I went into (the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union)
at 5:45 a.m. and students were
lined up in the hallway waiting
for that polling site to open," she
said. "Excitement was running
pretty wild, and everyone was getting caught up in the excitement
of this election."
Rennels said the student precincts at the union and the Newman Catholic Center remained
steady all day.
Additional staffers were placed
at the student poll sites to direct
students into the right lines, she
added.
Precinct reports for the county may be available late this afternoon. Overall, voting in Coles
County was up.

»
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EIU WEATHER
WEATHER BRIEF

Thursday

Today temperatures will be in the upper 60s and a
few showers moving in at night. By Friday, expect
cool temperatures in the middle 50s with mostly
cloudy skies.

69°144°
Late Showers
S 15·20mph

For rurrent conditions visit EIU WeatherCenter at www.eiu.edu/-weorher

ENTERTAINMENT I A DAILY LOOK

50 Cent has business-centered reality show
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - 50 Cent has a
new show on MTV, where businesssavvy contestants compete for a shot
at fame and a huge cash prize.
But the rapper says he's not following the path of that other famous reality show hosted by Donald
Trump.
"Immediately when you say a reality show that has a business spin to
it, they think 'The Apprentice,' and
the difference is these people don't
actually want to work for me," the
32-year-old said in a recent interview. "They have their own business
ideas that they created and they're
competing for $IOO,OOO in seed
money."
"50 Cent: The Money and the
Power" debuts Thursday. It features
I4 contestants competing to show
that they are the best entrepreneurs.
50 Cent will chop down the number of contestants until the winner is
crowned.
The rapper and mogul said the
show is like a visual companion to
his upcoming book, "The 50th Law,"
with Robert Greene, who wrote "lhe
48 Laws of Power."

Besides the MTV project, 50
Cent is releasing his latest album,
"Before I Self Destruct," on Dec. 9.

Fa mily: Michael Crichton
dies of cance r
Michael Crichton, the millionselling author who made scientific
research terrifYing and irresistible
in such thrillers as "Jurassic Park,"
" Timeline" and "lhe Andromeda
Strain," has died of cancer, his family said.
Crichton died Tuesday in Los
Angeles at age 66 after privately batding cancer.
"Through his books, Michael
Crichton served as an inspiration to
students of all ages, challenged scientists in many fields, and illuminated the mysteries of the world in
a way we could all understand," his
family said in a statement.
He was an experimenter and
popularizer known for his stories of
disaster and systematic breakdown,
such as the rampant microbe of
"The Andromeda Strain" or the dinosaurs running madly in "Jurassic
Park."
Many of his books became major
Hollywood movies.

In I994, he created the awardwinning TV hospital series "ER."
He's even had a dinosaur named for
him, Crichton's an.kylosaur.
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LOS ANGELES - Samuel L
Jackson doesn't feel normal promoting his latest film "Soul Men" without costar Bernie Mac.
In the movie, which opens Friday,
Jackson and Mac play former bandmates who embark on a zany crosscountry road trip to perform at the
memorial concert for their deceased
lead singer. Mac died of complications from pneumonia in August after production on the film ended.
"It's even weirder that he never
saw the movie," Jackson said.
The "Lakeview Terrace" and
"Snakes on a Plane" star called Mac a
friend and said the "Ocean's II" costar would attend and perform comedy at Jackson's golf tournament in
Bermuda. Outside of filming "Soul
Men," Jackson said he didn't get to
spend much time with Mac, who
starred "The Bernie Mac Show," the
Fox comedy series that aired from
200 I to 2006.
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PHOTO OF THE DAY

Homecoming Elect

Rushing the court

Plan the most spirited week
of t he school year
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$5 cover
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$2.00 Miller lite Bottles
$3.00 Jager Bombs
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Now Leasing for '09-'10

Courtyard on 9th
+ Exercise equipment
+ Vaulted ceilings and
skylights on 3rd floor

+ Pool table & TV room
+ Private laundry facility
+ Covered parking
MARC LESTER I MCT
Senior guard Ellen Canale and junior forward Marie Baker lead the Panthers onto the court
out of an inflatable tunnel before the women's basketball game against Saint Joseph's college in Lantz Arena Wednesday night.

•
•
•
•

Fully furnished

3 bedroom units
Dishwashers &
garbage disposals
Close to campus

• Hot tubs

Call Unique Properties Today! (217)345-.5022

• ••

CAMPUS I MEETING

CAMPUS BRIEFS

Justices presented to Student Senate
Committee on
Constitutional
Oversight
also approved
By HEATHER HOLM
Student Government Editor
Student Body President Levi
Bulgar presented two of the members that he appointed to Student Supreme Court at last night's
meeting.
Those members are Jacob Griffin and Jarred Hausmann.
Jacob Griffin, a junior political
science major, is also the president
of the EIU Republicans and treasurer of Phi Alpha Delta, the prelaw fraternity.
" I was approached by the student body president," Griffin said.
" I want to make the court more
accessible to the student body and
I want to establish the third coequal branch of government."
Jared Hausmann, a sophomore political science and communications major, said he heard
about the Student Supreme Court
through word of mouth.
Hausmann is vice president of
the EIU Republicans and a member of Phi Alpha Delta.
" I've always been interested in
law and government," Hausmann
said. "I want this to set the precedence for future courts."
Ken Baker, student government
advisor, said he wanted Student
Supreme Court to be as closely
related to the real Supreme Court.
Two other students, Marsheela
Stinson and Quentin Frazier, were
appointed, but could not make it
to the meeting.
Bulgar has two more interviews
this week.
Bulgar wants to take this one
step at a time, though.
" I could've easily taken the first
seven applicants and appointed all
of my friends," he said. "I want
people to show promise. I want
to do it the right way so, when
the next person comes along, they
don't have to start all over again."
In the end, there will be six
associate justices and one chief justice.
" I have an idea of who the chief
justice will be, but I don't want to
announce it until the whole court
is filled," he said.
Bulgar encouraged everybody to

I

l"' 1

lluf

Julia Lesage will present the lecture
"Family Drama in The Ice Storm and
Pleasantville" at 3:30p.m. today in
the Lecture Hall of the Doudna Fine
Arts Center.
Lesage is the founder and publisher
of"Jump Cut: A Review of Contemporary Media~The lecture is a part of
the Embarras Valley Film Festival.
Also, there will be a showing of
"The Ice Storm" at 7 p.m. today in the
Lecture Hall of Doudna as well. There
will be a discussion afterwards by
English professor Robin Murray.
For more infonnation, call5816985.

r
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Student Body President Levi Bulgar speaks about his decision to take the time to create "the Student Supreme
Court, not just a Student Supreme Court" during the student government meeting on Wednesday night in the
Arcola-Tuscola Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
apply for these positions.
The Student Supreme Court
also wants to promote the Student
Bill of Rights.
Bulgar also said the constitutional review committee would
look and see if any changes needed to be made to the constitution
because of the emergence of Student Supreme Court.
Also at the meeting, the proposal to have a committee on constitutional oversight passed 25-0-0.
"Next week, we will vote to
convene the committee," said
Drew Griffin, chair of the external
relations committee. "If that passes, any student can tell the speaker they want to be on the committee and it will take us two weeks to
put a roster up."
Before the bill passed, an
amendment to take out the part
where it says, " in the event of a tie,
the Chairperson's vote shall count
twice" was brought forward.
It was unanimously voted on to
strike this part from the proposal.
Another proposal to research

"I could' ve easily taken the first seven applicants
and appointed all of my friends. I want people
to show promise. I want to do it the right way so,
when the next person comes along, they don't
have to start all over again:'
- Levi Bulgar, student body president

extending bar hours passed at the
meeting.
"We are going to talk to the bar
owners and get a survey of the students," said Eric Wilber, student
executive vice president. "We will
also go talk to RSOs."
The library hours research is
still in progress as well.
Chris Kromphardt, chair of academic affairs, said that he would
look into the fact that library hours
were extended five years ago from
midnight to one in the morning.
He will also meet with Dan
Nadler, vice president of student
affairs, and the library advisory

board.
Two other proposals were presented as well.
One proposal was for additional
allocations for Student Senate elections and the other was for a line
item transfer for University Board
that went through apportionment
board and now needs the approval
of student government.
Student Senate took place in
the Arcola-Tuscola Room of the
Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union Wednesday.
Heather Holm can be reached at 581 7942 or haholm@eiu.edu.

The Office of Philanthropy hired
three people to equal two full-time
positions.
Mike Murray, Kim Hacker
and Tim Davis started Monday as
directors of philanthropy.
Two of the individuals will be at
60 percent and one person will be
at 80 percent, said Jill Nilsen, vice

Career Services to host
job fair today
Career Services will conduct the fall
education job fair from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. today in the University Ballroom
and Grand Ballroom ofthe Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Representatives from more than
75 schools across the United States
are expected to attend. A list of participating schools and available jobs
can be found online at www.eiu.
edu/-careers/students/fall_ed_fair.
php.
Students attending are encouraged
to dress professionally. For more
information, call581-2412.

Art faculty exhibition
on display now
The 2008 Art Faculty Exhibition can
be viewed at the Tarble Arts Center
through Dec. 7. Hours of operation
for the center are 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Tuesday through Friday, 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Saturday and 1 to 4 p.m.
Sunday.
Participating faculty include:
Katherine Bartel, photographs and
video; Jeff Boshart, sculpture and
graphics; Suzan Braun, loom weavings; Robert Horvath, abstract and
figurative paintings; and Glen Hild,
abstract charcoal drawings. For more
information, call581-2787.
- Compiled by News Editor Stephen Di
Benedetto

Eastern hires three to help raise money

By EMILY ZULZ
Administration Editor

University Board is asking for
$2,600 to fund the second annual
student film festival and to get a
few more movies for the spring at
the Apportionment Board meeting
tonight.
"We didn't have the money in the
budget for movies in the spring; said
Ryan Kerch, student vice president
for student affairs.
The Apportionment Board meeting will take place at 7 p.m. in the
Arcola-Tuscola room of the Martin
Luther King, Jr. University Union.

Publisher to speak today
at Embarras festival

CAMPUS I FU NDRAISER

Murray, Hacker and
Davis started Monday
as philanthropy
directors

UB to present
to Apportionment Board

president for external relations.
"Each of these individuals had
reasons for not wanting to work
full-time but their experience was
really important to us," Nilsen
said.
She said they all come with
experience in major gift fundraising.
"Although probably the greatest skill that is needed in the area
of philanthropy is the ability to
work with people and to listen to
donors, it also helps if our staff is
experienced with the types of ways
that folks can make gifts, and these
individuals will actually come on
board knowing about different

vehicles of gift giving such as trusts,
requests, stock," Nilsen said. "It
also will really allow them to start
full speed."
As directors of philanthropy,
Murray, Hacker and Davis will
serve as major gifts officers for the
university, and will actively seek
major gifts on behalf of Eastern.
Nilsen said the office is currently identifYing alumni and friends
for the new directors to visit.
"The larger our staff, the more
alums and friends that we can visit," she said. "So they're going to
enhance our ability to make contacts with more individuals."
Karla Evans, executive direc-

tor of philanthropy, said the more
people the office has raising money,
the greater amount of money can
be raised.
"By adding additional professional staff, we will have the opportunity to raise additional money for
the institution," Evans said.
The addition of the staff will
also help move forward with campaign planning, she added.
"We now have the effective team
in place to advance philanthropy at
EIU during this next campaign,"
Evans said.
Emily Zulz can be reached at 581 7942 or at eazulz@eiu.edu.

BLOTTER
Multiple vehicles were reported
damaged Sunday while parked in
the E parking lot located off Fourth
Street, police said.
A pair of shoes were reported
stolen Thursday from McAfee Gym,
police said.

COMMENTS, CORRECTIONS, OR
EVENTS
To report any errors, local events
or general suggestions for future
editions please contact our Editor in
Chief, Kristina Peters, via:
Phone 1581-7936,
E-mail I DENeic@gmail.com
Offi ce visit 11 8 11 Buzzard Hall
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Other views on news
MY CELEBRITY INFLUENCES
Northwestern U. - I was recently involved in an earnest discussion of
global politics with my good friend
Snugglez regarding the apparent lack of
commitment some latin people have
regarding human rights.
She's a member of those Northwestern acronyms that deal with global concerns: ESW, NUDAC, NUCH R. And
she tried to get the Latin community
mobilized about Darfur.
In order to pull boo boo out of her
downward spiral, I attempted to allay
her humanitarian conscience with a
small personal revelation. I looked at
her materials and saw that among the
preachy flyers and the alarming statistics, there was a photo of Don Cheadle and George Clooney speaking about
the Darfur genocide at a conference. I
was then hooked on the Darfur cause.
Celebrity photos make me care. I
know, you can label me a selfish litde thing for only caring about AIDS
because Bono told me to (that's right,
I was one of those people who bought
his O N E bracelets online), or because I
only care about the rain forest and our
ever dwindling breathable air thanks
to a tree replenishing project Coldplay
sponsored a few years back.
But seriously, half of America didn't
think global warming was real until
AI Gore lent his voice, time and, yes,
celebrity to "An Inconvenient Truth."
And it's not only your common "Joe the
Plumbers" and Susie Taco-eaters who
are susceptible to the effect of celebrity. Our very own President Bush didn't
care about black people until Kanye
West told him to (we all saw the video
- it's true).
So, sorry Loren and Bentley, and
the rest of you; you're just not famous
enough to make me care.

Daily Northwestern

EDITORIAL POLICY
The editorial is the majority opinion
of The DEN editorial board. Reach the
opinions editor at:
DENopinions@gmail.com

lETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters to the editor can be
submitted at any time on any topic to
the Opinions Editor to be published in

The Daily Eastern News.
The DENs policy is to run all letters
that are not libelous or potentially
harmful. They must be less than 250
words.
Letters to the editor can be brought
in with identification to The DEN
at I8II Buzzard H all. Letters may
also be submitted electronically from
the author's EIU e-mail address to
D ENopinions@gmail.com.

STAFF EDITORIAL

Blagojevich should become
Obama's Senate replacement
Change.
OUR VIEW
It started as the word Sen. Barack Obama, D • Situation: Now that Barack Obama has been
Ill., stood for during his campaign to become
elected president, Gov. Rod Blagojevich has to
president of the United States. N ow it's the ideappoint a replacement to the U.S. Senate.
al that President-elect Obama will work toward
• Stance: Blagojevich should appoint himself
during the next four years.
to the Senate because he'd help the state of IlliBut change won't end with the election of the
nois more by not being our governor anymore.
first African-American president or with Obama's
plans to extend health care coverage in Ameriby an African-American because of the lack of
ca or end the war in Iraq. Change will also come
diversity in the U.S. Senate.
from the state of Illinois.
There are viable options in U.S. RepresentaThere are two glaring holes now open in the
tive Jesse Jackson Jr. and retiring Illinois Senate
President Emil Jones. Jackson is a young, up-andU.S. Senate with the election of Obama and Sen.
Joe Biden, D - Del., as president and vice prescoming representative and Jones was Obama's
ident. lllinois and Delaware must appoint one
mentor when the president-elect served in the
senator apiece to fill the void created by Obama
General Assembly.
and Biden's ascension to the White H ouse.
Blagojevich also has options in U .S. RepresenWhoever fills Obama's senate seat will serve
tatives Jan Schakowsky, Luis Gutierrez and Tamtwo years before either bowing out or running for my Duckworth, the lllinois Department ofVeterans' Affairs director.
the spot again in the 20IO election. Biden won
his seat back Tuesday night and must hand the
Blagojevich could even nominate potenresponsibility to Delaware's governor to fill the
tial gubernatorial foes Lisa Madigan and Alexi
Giannoulias to further his bid for re-elecvoid until the next election.
The same will go for Sen. John Kerry and
tion in 20IO. H e could even go as far as shipMassachusetts Gov.
ping his archDeval Patrick if
enemy, lllinois
"By looking out for No. 1, Blagojevich
H ouse Speaker
Obama adds them
will finally be looking out for the state
to his cabinet.
Mike Madigan, to
that elected him to lead. Something he
The big quesWashington, D.C.
tion for lllino is,
But Blagohas failed to do in his nearly six years as
however, is which
jevich
should do
governor."
what is best for
politician Gov.
Rod Blagojevthe State of lllino is
ich will appoint to fill Obama's senate seat. There
and remove himself from a position of state leadis one choice that will benefit both the people of
ership.
Google search results for "Rod Blagojevich
Illinois and Blagojevich.
H e should appoint himself. By looking out for AND corrupt" send back 24,000 results. "Rod
N o. I, Blagojevich will finally be looking out for
Blagojevich and Springfield" garners 759,000
the state that elected him to lead. Something he
Google search results, which seems awfully high
has failed to do in his nearly six years as governor.
for a governor that doesn't even live in the capiBlagojevich will be incapable of inflicting any
tal city.
Blagojevich could also use his own appointdamage on the United States as senator No. 100.
ment as a chance to be "out of sight, out of
H e will be the low man on the political totem
mind."
pole instead of the one man who is in charge of
leading an entire state.
With convicted political friend Tony Rezko talking to Patrick Fitzgerald, U.S. Attorney
If Blagojevich wanted to accomplish anything
in the Senate, he would need the support of 50
for the Northern District of Illinois, Blagojevich
other senators. While that seems possible considmight be feeling the heat of an indictment very
soon.
ering the Democrats' majority hold on the SenH is finances and tax records could keep
ate, Blagojevich has proved he can't work with his
Fitzgerald busy.
own party let alone cross the aisle to accomplish
Blagojevich appointing himself is a win-win
anything.
Blagojevich and lllinois' General Assembly
situation for all patties involved. It sends him to
Washington, D.C., a place he has aspired to go
have struggled to piece together a state budget
back to for years, and it rids the State of Illinois
the past two years, with two years ago being the
biggest disaster. Illinois was without a financial
of a governor by the people but not for the peoplan until the end of August 2007 when the budple. Only then, when Blagojevich is out of office,
can we start to repair the State of Illinois.
get was needed on July I at the statt of the fiscal year.
Change is going to come. Obama represents a
fresh statt for the United States. Blagojevich can
Sure, there are other candidates Blagojevich
could choose to be Obama's replacement. Obama further the change by doing what's best for lllisaid he would want the senate seat to be filled
nois: Leaving.

It was an eruption of Facebook statuses
Tuesday night. I'm sure you saw it or were
a patt of the Sen. Barack Obama, D - Ul.,
victory celebration.
"lhe world has changed," "Obama
won!" and "Remember this day" were a
few of the statuses seen on Facebook. I
also saw a couple blowing off steam on
socialism or that a liberal will now enter
the White H ouse.
Then I saw a status of a childhood
friend of mine.
It said he " ... truly hopes and thinks
Obama can do a good job... but calm
down everybody, he's not Jesus Christ."
It's true.
When the cameras panned the crowds
at the Obama rally in Chicago, tears were
rolling down the cheeks of many spectators during his acceptance speech.
Being happy Obama won the election
is not a bad thing by any stretch of the
imagination, but he hasn't done anything
yet as president. The president of the
United States is George W Bush.
Obama is now the president-elect. So,
before everyone starts commenting on
how he will be the best president in history, let's just calm down and wait to see
what he can accomplish in his presidency.
Before he even gets in office, he has to
assemble his staff and gather nominations
for his cabinet.
H e named a list of problems that his
administration will look to solve.
Iraq, Afghanistan and the economy are
the biggest things he will have to attempt
to fix.
But there is also the $I0.5 trillion
national debt, health care, energy independence, pollution and all the factors
that make government fun.
Let's see what he does to solve these
problems. For all we know, at this point,
his solutions may just make matters
worse.
H e has plans, but every politician has
plans. Obama's economic plan includes
investing in the manufacturing sector and
creating five million new green jobs.
Well, how much would this cost the
American taxpayer in the end?
The campaign said it looks into investing $ I 50 billion over the next I 0 years for
many projects.
There is also the $60 billion over 10
years to provide financing to transportation infrastructure throughout the nation.
This would create nearly two million jobs
and stimulate the economy.
While ambitious, everyone should
remember that campaigns usually promise more than they deliver.
I remember a promise from President
Bush in 2004 was to reform Social Security. Someone needed to inform Congress
on this, because it rejected the idea.
This election was going to be historic no matter who won. Obama is the first
black president elected and also the first
U.S. senator to be elected as president
since John F. Kennedy in I960.
IfSen. John McCain, R- Ariz., was
elected, he would have been the oldest president elected, and Gov. Sarah Palin, R-Alaska, would have been the first
woman vice-president.
People are obviously excited for
Obama, without a doubt, but where is
the guarantee he will be a great president?

Matt Hopfis a senior journalism major.
He can be reached at 581-7942 or at
DENopinions@gmailcom.
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>> Constitution
FROM PAGE 1

>> Reaction
FROM PAGE 1
"Without the commitment of the
ideals of young people, Obama would
not have been elected because they are
the people who talk to their families,
their friends and their community,"
Loudon said.
He said he is pleased to be a college professor and be among young
people that had the opportunity to
change the world.
"He understands what it means
to work hard and by working hard it
will pay off;" Loudon said. ''The color,
class, gender can't stand in their way."
Aldon Leisten, a freshman history
major, believes this has been a big step
for the United States.
"I am happy as hell," Leisten said.
"I voted for Obama because I liked
hlsviews."

>> Polls
FROM PAGE 1
Turnout was 70.7 percent
Tuesday compared to 58 percent
in 2004, Rennels said.
"Judges told me that by (9
a.m.), they had more voters in
than they usually had all day
long on other elections," she

Leisten said this has also been
a change for hlm because he was a
Republican supporter and supported
a Democrat.
Sarah Tolladay, a freshman English major, said people are going into
a huge change, and it will take a lot of
steps to get there.
'1 expected this turnout," Tolladay
said.
Riketta Price, a freshman political
science major, said she too was happy
with the results.
'1 was very happy because I agree
with Barack Obama's policies rather
than McCain's," she said.
She said this is a step forward for
America.
"This shows America it is time to
break down the racial barriers we have
faced," Price said.
Brittni Garcia can be reached at 581 7942 or at bmgarcia@eiu.edu.

said.
The office was also flooded
with phone calls.
"Our office's office has seven
lines and they rang non-stop all
day with voters inquiring as to
their registration status and polling site location," Rennels said.
"It is normal for us to receive
calls, but it was definitely heavier than normal."

KUNI TAKAHASHI I MCT
Obama supporters react as they watch the update results of the presidential election at Grant Park in Chicago on Tuesday.

She visited 25 of the 27 polls
in the county and received a positive feedback from voters and
judges.
" I am elated with all the positive feedback I have received
on how well voting worked for
everyone," Rennels said.
Matt Hopf can be reached at 581 7942 or at mthopf@eiu.edu.

"I am elated with all
the positive feedback
I have received on how
well voting worked for
everyone:'
- Sue Rennels,
Coles County clerk

1. 2. 3 and 4 Bedrooms

Another benefit that could have
resulted from a convention is the
way K- 12 schools are funded, he
said.
"Some people have said we ought
to increase income taxes to pay for
school funding," he said.
In this process, property taxes
would be reduced drastically, which
currently must be high to fund
schools well.
Sterling said there is no guarantee
a constitutional convention would
have gone that way.
The University Professionals of
lllinois had been strongly against a
constitutional convention.
Charles Delman, president of
Eastern's Chapter of UPI, said he
was thrilled with the outcome of the
election.
"I think it shows Illinois voters know nothing is wrong with the
constitution, just wrong with politicians we elected," he said.
Delman said the fact that people
overwhelmingly voted no indicates
people understand the issue even
though some changes may be needed.
To make changes, Delman said a
convention is not necessarily needed.
"Yes, we do need school funding
reform," Delman said. "Yes we do
need more support for higher education, and changes to the tax code
to make it fairer and progressive. We
need sufficient revenue to fund state
government to provide the services
we need."
But those are legislative issues not
constitutional issues, Delman said.
"We need all that, but the legislature can do that," he said.
English professor Linda Coleman
said fundamentally she believes it is
good to address issues one by one
rather than all at once which a convention would do.
"Well my understanding of the
proposal, the possibility of the convention, was that it was an artempt
to solve problems in a way that didn't
need solving in that way," Coleman
said. ''That the concerns that people
had and wanted addressed by a convention could be done in other ways
that were far less costly."
Coleman said the outcome was
what he was hoping for.
"(A constitutional convention)
seemed unnecessary to me," she said.
Emily Zulz can be reached at 581 -7942
or at eazu/Z@eiu.edu.
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High school graduates unprepared for college
Students take remedial
courses to relearn
basic math, writing skills
By JOE ASTROUSKI
Administration Reporter
More high school graduates are going to
colleges and universities than ever before, but
those students are often academically unprepared, according to a new study.
In September, the Strong American
Schools Initiative reported that incoming college freshmen often lack basic math and reading skills.
''A high school diploma is no longer an
accurate indicator of readiness for college-level academics," the report stated. "Many col-

lege freshmen need to take remedial classes
to relearn skills they should have been taught
before graduation."
Many Eastern students face these problems, said mathematics professor Cheryl
Hawker, who teaches several freshmen courses.
"It's certainly bourn out here at EIU,"
Hawker said.
Each year, Eastern offers about 25 sections
of intermediate algebra, a remedial course
that does not count for college credit, Hawker said.
She estimates about 875 students are
enrolled in these courses.
"What's striking about this, is to be admitted to EIU, you have to have three years of
College-prep math," Hawker said. "Even
when looking at courses which do count for
college credit, there's still a large percentage of

students who aren't ready for that."
She said problems with math preparedness
are not unique to Eastern.
Hawker said the Ulinois Council ofTeachers of Mathematics addressed math deficiencies among high school graduates at their
annual meeting this fall.
Professors and high school teachers from
around Illinois discussed the differences
between what high school students learn and
what college courses demand, Hawker said.
"There was enough interest that the high
school teachers want to continue the discussion next year," she said.
Incoming freshmen often face challenges
in other academic areas like reading and writing, said Writing Center Director Tim Taylor.
"I think students come to EIU prepared,
but maybe not as prepared as they need to
be," Taylor said. "Many do not have the abili-

ty to critically read and analyze texts."
He said while many students read extensively on blogs and social networking sites like
Facebook or MySpace, they often do not read
traditional media like newspapers and books.
Often, high school students learn boring
and rigid writing, Taylor said.
Many experts attribute this type of writing to policies like the federal No Child
Left Behind Act, which encourages particular writing patterns, he added. Students' performance on tests determines funding for
schools.
"Students are under intense pressure to
produce writing in a very formulaic way,"
Taylor said.
"It's not rhetorically effective."
Joe Astrouski can be reached at 51 -7942 or at
jmastrouski@eiu.edu.
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Work starts
on Uof l's
supercomputer
building

Obama's victory leaves Senate seat open

The Associated Press
CHAMPAIGNConstmction
has begun on the $72 million building
at the University of Illinois that will
house what's expected to be the fastest
new supercomputer in the world.
The building should be finished
in 2010, said Rob Pennington, deputy director of the university's National Center for Supercomputing Applications. The computer, known as Blue
Waters, should be running in 20 II.
Officials broke ground in a ceremony in Champaign on Wednesday, but work on the foundation has
already started.
"I must say the level of enthusiasm and optimism is just amazing,"
Pennington said. ''1he tangible part
always helps. It shows real progress.
You're able to say ' Yes, we're going to
do all this work, and oh, we acrually
have a building to put it in."'
Blue Waters will be capable of performing a thousand-trillion operations
a second, something computer scientists have long dreamt of reaching.
IBM's Blue Gene/L is currently
the world's fastest supercomputer, but
has only about a third of Blue Waters'
expected capability. The NCSA's fastest supercomputer, Abe, has less than
a tenth of the processing power the
new system will have.

The Associated Press
CHICAGO - The campaign of
change that led Barack Obama to
the White House will bring tangible change to Illinois, where Democratic Gov. Rod Blagojevich has
the task of selecting the junior U.S.
senator's replacement.
It's a position of power the
embattled
Blagojevich,
whose
administration has been dogged by
federal investigations, seems to relish.
"I've never had more friends
than I do today," Blagojevich said
Wednesday. "And when I make the
final decision, I won't have nearly as
many as I have now."

The governor could tap virtually anyone to fill the rest of Obama's
six-year term that ends in January
2011 - and he made it clear he's
not rushing the decision. He said
he'd like to make an announcement
before Christmas, but cautioned he
didn't want to over promise.
While the law sets no timetable,
the appointment is likely to come
in time for the Jan. 3 start of the
Ill th Congress.
On Wednesday, Blagojevich said
he doesn't have a favorite candidate
and that members of his senior staff
would help vet those interested in
the job. The only legal restrictions
are that the person must be at least
30 years old, a U.S. citizen for at

least nine years and an Illinois resident.
The Democratic governor said he
didn't want to think about Obama's
successor before the election, afraid
of creating bad karma.
"I had this nightmare that if I
did that I would jinx him," Blagojevich said.
Still, lobbying for the spot began
long before Obama became president-elect, and several Democratic
politicians already have emerged as
possible replacements.
Blagojevich said some candidates reached out to him before
the election and his administration
would seek out others who could
be a good choice. He also wants

Obama's input.
"That would have obviously a
great deal of weight on the decision that I would make," Blagojevich said.
He said he has not yet spoken to
Obama, whose timeline for resigning his Senate seat was unclear
Wednesday.
Much speculation, some fueled
by the interested parties themselves,
has surrounded members of Illinois'
congressional delegation, including black Chicago Reps. Jesse Jackson Jr. and Danny Davis, along
with white Evanston Rep. Jan Schakowsky. Jackson and Schakowsky
served as national co-chairs of the
Obama presidential campaign.

STATE I ENERGY

FutureGen supporters hopeful with new president
The Associated Press
CHAMPAIGN In Coles
County, economic developers and
others who back the FutureGen
clean-coal project have waited for
Election Day for months, hoping
a new president would breathe life
back into the out-of-favor project.
But now that Illinois Sen. Barack
Obama's been elected, they're stressing patience as they wait for signs
that the president-elect could get
plans to build in Mattoon back on
track.
"Obviously, he has many chal-

lenges that demand his attention and we understand FutureGen may not be his first priority," Angela Griffin, president of the
Coles Together economic development group, said Wednesday in an
e-mail.
"But we believe he understands
the need to move quickly to make
up for lost time and to contain the
damage already occurring to the
.
"
environment.
Similarly, the alliance of power and coal companies planning to
build FutureGen in Coles County's largest town say that with the

election over, now the real, smallstrokes, nuts-and-bolts work begins.
The job is to convince the next
president that FutureGen and its
mission to capture carbon from coal
and store it to cut pollution should
be a national priority, Mike Mudd,
chief executive of the FutureGen
Alliance, said in an interview in late
October.
Obama talked about clean coal
during his campaign, Mudd pointed out, and "I think there's a receptiveness with them to meet with
us. "
President Bush launched Future-

Gen in 2003.
Coles County saw the opportunity to become a sort of capital of
clean-coal research, and a projected
300 permanent jobs and $20 million in annual wages.
But by the time the alliance
announced last December that it
wanted to build in Mattoon, the
Bush administration had backed
away from the original project,
complaining about increasing costs.
FutureGen was originally envisioned as a $950 million project,
but by the end of 2007 the estimated cost reached $1.8 billion.
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WORLD I WAR

NATION BRIEFS

Afghan president asks Obama to end deaths
The Associated Press
WECH BAGHTU, Afghanistan - The Afghan president on
Wednesday demanded that President-elect Barack Obama put an end
to civilian casualties as villagers said
U.S. warplanes bombed a wedding
parry, kiUing 37 people - nearly all
of them women and children.
The U.S. military said it was
investigating, and a villager said
American forces had given them permission to bury the dead, which he
said included 23 children and 10
women. A U.S. spokesman added
that "if innocent people were killed
in this operation, we apologize and
express our condolences."
The bombing Monday afternoon
of the remote village ofWech Baghtu in the southern province of Kandahar destroyed an Afghan housing
complex where women and children
had gathered to celebrate, villagers
said. Body parts lirtered the wreckage
and nearby farm animals lay dead.
Villager Abdul Jalil, a 37-year-old
grape farmer whose niece was getting
married, told an Associated Press
reporter at the scene of the bombing
that U.S. troops and Taliban fighters
had been fighting about a half mile
from his home.

Fighter aircraft destroyed his compound and killed 37 people, including 23 children, 10 women and four
men, Jalil said.
No Afghan officials could immediately confirm the number of casualties, which happened in a remote
and dangerous part of Kandahar
province.
But Afghan President Hamid Karzai referred to the deaths at a news
conference Wednesday held to congratulate Obama on his presidential
election victory.
Karzai said he hopes the election
will "bring peace to Afghanistan, life
to Afghanistan and prosperity to the
Afghan people and the rest of the
world." He applauded America for
its "courage" in electing Obama.
But he also used the occasion to
press Obama to prevent civilians
casualties in operations by foreign
forces, saying airstrikes had killed
people in the Shah Wali Kot district
of Kandahar province.
"Our demand is that there will be
no civilian casualties in Afghanistan.
We cannot win the fight against terrorism with airstrikes," Karzai said.
"This is my first demand of the new
president of the United States - to
put an end to civilian casualties."
The alleged airstrikes come only

three months after the Afghan government found that a U.S. operation
killed some 90 civilians in western
Afghanistan.
After initially denying any civilians had died in that attack, a U.S.
report ultimately concluded that 33
civilians were killed.
Following that operation, Karzai
said relations between Afghanistan
and the United States were seriously damaged.
Jalil said American forces came
into his village late Monday night or
Tuesday morning - after the bombing run - and searched the villagers and detained some of the men.
Jalil said he told the Americans that
they could search his vineyards and
his home but that they wouldn't find
any militants.
"The Americans came and told us,
' You are sheltering the Taliban,' and
I told the Americans 'Come inside
and see for yourself, you are killing women and children,"' Jalil said.
"After they saw that all the dead were
civilians, they gave us permission to
bury the bodies."
The U.S. military said it had sent
personnel to the site to assess the situation and take appropriate action.
"Though facts are unclear at this
point, we take very seriously our

responsibility to protect the people
of Afghanistan and to avoid circumstances where noncombatant civilians are placed at risk," Cmdr. Jeff
Bender said in a statement. "If innocent people were killed in this operation, we apologize and express our
condolences to the families and the
people of Afghanistan."
Another witness to the bombing,
Mohammad Nabi Khan, told AP at
the main hospital in Kandahar city
that two of his sons, ages 4 and 11,
and his wife's brother were among
the dead.
"What kind of security are the
foreign troops providing in Afghanistan?" he asked.
Wedding parties in Afghanistan are segregated by gender, which
explains why so many women and
children could have died.
He used the occasion to press the
U.S. government to "take the fight
(to) where the training centers and
the resources of the terrorists are," a
reference to Pakistan's lawless tribal areas.
Obama has said that if he is elected, he could launch unilateral attacks
on high-value terrorist targets in Pakistan as they become exposed and
"if Pakistan cannot or will not act"
against them.

WORLD I RAIDS

Hamas fire rockets at Israel after 6 killed Wednesday
The Associated Press
GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip - Israel and Gaza's Hamas rulers scrambled
Wednesday to contain fallout from
the deadliest outbreak of violence
since a truce brought an uneasy peace
to the area five months ago.
Gaza militants pounded southern Israel with dozens of rockets to
avenge raids that left six militants
dead, but the guns quickly fell silent
with neither side appearing to have
much to gain from renewed hostilities.
"We have no intention of violating the quiet," Israeli Defense Minister Ehud Barak said on a tour of areas
bordering Gaza. "But in any place
where we need to thwart an action
against Israeli soldiers and civilians,

A pplications
Available for

we will act."
Hamas spokesman Fawzi Barhoum said the group fired deep into
Israel to demonstrate the price of
continued aggression. At the same
time, he said, Hamas had contacted
Egyptian mediators to find ways of
keeping the truce intact.
Before the Egyptian-mediated
truce in June, near daily rocket barrages played havoc with southern border towns and Israel has not found a
military solution to stop them. Retaliatory Israeli airstrikes killed scores of
Palestinians in Gaza.
Hamas, on the other hand, needs
the calm to strengthen its hold on
Gaza, where it seized control in June
2007, and restore its military capabilities ahead of a potential future battle
with Israel.

Clashes began late Tuesday after
the Israeli army burst into Gaza to
destroy what it said was a tunnel
being dug near the border to abduct
Israeli troops. During the incursion,
Hamas gunmen battled Israeli forces. One Hamas fighter was killed,
prompting a wave of mortar fire at
nearby Israeli targets.
An Israeli airstrike then killed
five Hamas militants preparing to
fire mortar shells. Hamas responded
with the barrage of rockets, including
one that landed in an empty area in
the city of Ashkelon, some 10 miles
north of Gaza.
There were no reports of injuries or property damage. The army
said four soldiers were wounded, two
moderately, in the fighting.
Thousands of Palestinian mourn-
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Stocks plunge, recession
worries resurface
NEW YORK - A case of
postelection nerves sent Wall
Street plunging Wednesday as
investors, looking past Barack
Obama's presidential victory,
returned to their fears of a
deep and protracted recession.
Volatility swept over the market
again, with the Dow Jones
industrials falling nearly 500
points and all the major indexes
tumbling more than 5 percent.
The market was widely expected
to give back some gains after a
run up that lifted the Standard &
Poor's 500 index more than 18
percent and that gave the Dow
its best weekly advance in 34
years; moreover, many analysts
had warned that Wall Street
faced more turbulence after two
months of devastating losses.
But investors lost their recent
confidence about the economy
and began dumping stocks again.
"The market has really gotten
ahead of itself, and falsely priced
in that this recession wasn't going
to be as prolonged as thought,"
said Ryan Larson, head of equity
trading at Voyageur Asset
Management, a subsidiary of RBC
Dain Rauscher.
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BISMARCK, N.D. - North
Dakota health officials are
recommending that pregnant
women and young children avoid
eating meat from wild game
killed with lead bullets.
The recommendation is based
on a study released Wednesday
that examined the lead levels in
the blood of more than 700 state
residents.
Those who ate wild game
killed with lead bullets appeared
to have higher lead levels
than those who ate little or no
wild game. North Dakota says
pregnant women and children
younger than 6 should avoid
eating venison harvested using
lead bullets. Those groups are
considered most at risk from
lead poisoning, which can
cause learning problems and
convulsions, and can lead to
brain damage and death.
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ers rushed slain militants through the
streets of the southern Gaza town of
Khan Younis, vowing revenge.
Israeli defense officials said they
had discovered a 300-yard long tunnel days ago, and concluded the passage was to be used for a kidnapping.
Hamas already is holding an Israeli soldier that militants captured in
a cross-border raid more than two
years ago.
Defense officials said they knew
the raid could jeopardize the ceasefire, but concluded Hamas would
have an interest in restoring the calm.
Sporadic rocket attacks on southern Israel have persisted since the
truce, but the attacks were carried out
by smaller groups seeking to embarrass Hamas for preserving a truce
with the Jewish state.

The Associated Press

Help Wanted
Are you interested in Advertising Sales?
We are looking for hard working, energetic, upbeat students!

Where are you
taking your family
this weekend?
Try Charleston's
Favorite Restaurant!
We Serve Breakfast
Everyday Until 2 PM
Open Until 8PM
Friday and Sat urday Night
Also Serving
Sandwiches
Wraps
Dinner Specials
Homemade Soups
Including French Onion
Freshly Baked Desserts
Strawberry Bread
Beer and Wine

Relaxing Atmosphere

Join the DEN Advertisin~ Sales Team!

Stop by Student Publications Office (Buzzard 1802) to pick up an application.
Phone: 217.581.2816
Email: denads@eiu.edu

Family Owned Since 1980
Blocks Noeth of Old Mo. non 7~h
One Block Nol'th of ~he Square in Downtown
Charles'ton
Corner of 7t h and M4di:on
{217) 345-7427
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Looking for guitar sold October
1st at 325 West Madison pawn
shop. Family heirloom, want to
buy. Call anytime 678-925-7884
or 678-327-1406
______________________11/7
EASTSIDE PACKAGE WEEKEND
SPECIALS: Busch, Busch Lt 30pk
$14.99, Bud, Bud Lt 20pk $13.99,
Nikolai vodka 1.75Ltr $9.99,
Svedka vodka 750mL $9.99.
Fast, Friendly, Drive up Service.
Kegs in stock. Rte 130 at Jackson
Ave. 345-5722
______________________11/7
Haiti Connection’s annual hunger
banquet will be held Wednesday,
November 12th from 5-6 pm
at the Newman Center (behind
Andrews Hall). Enjoy a FREE
MEAL and learn about world
hunger.
_____________________11/12
A BABY TO CHERISH! Debby
is a Physical Therapist in a
children’s hospital who dreams
of becoming a mom for the first
time. Barry is a loving husband
and TV producer who fills our
home with laughter and has a
natural love for children. We
admire your strength in choosing
adoption. We’re happy to help!
Call Debby directly at 1-800-4180212 debbyandbarry@gmail.com
_____________________11/14

Totally renovated 3 or 4 Bedroom,
3 Bath House near campus for
sale. See at www.corrieappraisal.
com/917Astreet.
_______________________ 00
A little bit of Country in Town!
Large building lot w/ all city utilities.
See at www.corrieappraisal.com/
Douglasstreet.
_______________________ 00

HIRING IMMEDIATELY! Campus
Marketing Rep. 10-20 hrs. a week
on campus. $10 an hr. Please
Call 1 (888) 839-3385.
____________________ 11/11
Great opportunity for Psychology,
Sociology and Special Education
Majors. CTF needs FT and
PT direct care staff to assist
individuals with developmental
disabilities with daily living skills
and individual training goals in
group homes. Looking for self
motivated staff who will advocate
for the needs of residents.
Shifts available on evenings,
overnights or early morning.
Must be available weekends and
holidays. Must be at least 18
years old w/ HS diploma or GED.
Requires successful completion
of criminal background check.
Requires valid driver’s license
with satisfactory driving record.
Preference given to applicants
who will be available to work
spring break and over the
summer. Apply in person on the
square @ Charleston Transitional
Facility, 521 7th ST., Charleston.
www.ctfillinois.org EOE
____________________ 11/13
!Bartending! Make up to $250/
day! No experience necessary,
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training provided. 1-800-9656520. ext. 239
____________________ 12/15

Roommate wanted for 5 BR
house.
2 Blocks from EIU
campus, furnished, w/ internet
hookup. $250/mo. plus utilities.
Call 217-868-5535 if interested.
_____________________11/11
Brittany Ridge- 3 roommates
needed for Fall ‘09. No smoking
or pets. Rent starting at $250 plus
utilities. Very nice condition.
2.5 baths. Call Kendra 309-8381966
_____________________11/21
NEED ROOMMATES? UNIQUE
PROPERTIES
IS
LOOKING
FOR ROOMMATES TO FILL
BEDROOMS IN SEVERAL OF
OUR LOCATIONS. ALL VERY
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, FULLY
FURNISHED, WITH REDUCED
RATES. CALL (217)345-5022
www.unique-properties.net
_____________________12/15

Looking for a female or male for
spring semester 2009. Kitchen,
living-room, W/D, 3 Bedroom,
3 Bath. Each person has own
Bedroom, Bathroom, & Walkin Closet. All utilities included.
$416/MO. For more questions
or contact info call Tiffanee at 1217-343-1369.
_____________________ 11/6
Female sub-lessor needed Spring
semester 2009!
Brand new
townhouses on 9th St. Washer/
Dryer, dishwasher, garbage
disposal. 3 bedroom, 2 and onehalf bath. All wood and stone
floors! $350 a month. Call Ali
224-637-0036.
____________________ 11/12
Female sub-lessor needed Spring
2009. Large, clean, new apt. on
9th St. $350/mo plus utilities.
Call 847-987-0744.
____________________ 11/12
Sublease
needed.
Master
bedroom w/bathroom. Two
blocks from campus. $250/
month plus utilities. Call Megan
618-553-9238.
____________________ 11/19
2 BR 1 Bath large duplex w/ WD,
DW, hot tub! Pets welcome.
Available spring 09. $700/month.
618-593-5392
____________________ 11/20
Roommate wanted Spring 2009
semester: affordable, 1 bedroom
in 3 bedroom apartment located
1 block off campus. $320 per
month.
Furnished, friendly
roommates.
Call (847)-4049496
____________________ 11/21
SUBLEASE FOR JANUARY! 1
BR apt. at 1518 1st St. www.
gbadgerrentals.com 345-9595
_______________________ 00
Huge 1 Bedroom loft available
mid
December.
Hardwood
floors, vaulted ceilings. Cable,
internet, water, trash included.
Pets welcome! $400/month. Call
217-474-7390.
_______________________ 00

GREAT HOUSES on 11th St. 2, 4, and 5
BRs with W/D and dishwashers. www.
gbadgerrentals.com 345-9595
__________________________ 11/6
2 BR at 2152 11th St. New, modern,
close, and quiet. www.gbadgerrentals.
com 345-9595
__________________________ 11/6
5 BR, 3 Bath House - 2160 11th St. All
new with everything, great yard. 1 1/2
blocks to campus. www.gbadgerrentals.
com 345-9595
__________________________ 11/6
For Rent Fall 09. 4 bedroom, 2 bath
house 2 blocks from campus. Washer/
dryer, dishwasher. Call 276-7003.
__________________________ 11/7
303 Polk: 2+ BR, 2009-2010. Stove,
fridge, W/D, cable. $650/MO. 630885-3543
__________________________ 11/7
3 BR 2.5 BATH TOWNHOUSE: New
construction, must see! Call 24 hrs , 630505-8374.
__________________________ 11/7
New for 2009 school year: 3 BR 2 5
Baths just east of campus. www.
RCRrentals.com or 345-5832.
__________________________ 11/7
Leasing for Aug ‘09 Campus View
Suites. 4 BR, 2 Bath, furnished, w/ 48
in. flat screen T.V. plus cable. Next to
Marty’s. Dave, 232-1543
_________________________ 11/10
APARTMENTS across from Doudna
building, 2 BR. www.eiuapts.com 3452416
_________________________ 11/11
HOUSE across from Panther Paw. 5
people needed. www.eiuapts.com
345-2416
_________________________ 11/11
Fall of ‘09: 1 bedroom apartments just
east of campus, recently renovated.
www.RCRrentals.com or 345-5832.
_________________________ 11/13
GET THE HOUSE YOU WANT
BEFORE IT”S GONE! NOW RENTING
FOR THE 2009-2010 SCHOOL YEAR:
1,2,3,4, and 5 BEDROOM HOUSES
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. CALL TOM @
708-772-3711 or CATHY @ 217-2541311 FOR MORE INFORMATION.
www.hallbergrentals.com
_________________________ 11/15
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY:
2
bedroom home. Washer/dryer, trash
and lawn service included. No pets.
$500/month.
345-5037.
www.
chucktownrentals.com
_________________________ 11/14
FALL ‘09: 4 and 5 bedroom homes.
Washer/Dryer, central air, trash, and
lawn service provided. No pets. $300/
person/month. 345-5037
www.
chucktownrentals.com
_________________________ 11/14
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSES:
Fall 09-10. 4-5 bedrooms, refrigerator,
dishwasher, carpet, laundry, washer/
dryer. ALL BRAND NEW! Close to
campus. MUST SEE!! 708-724-6753
_________________________ 11/19
HOUSE FOR RENT! 6 bedrooms (5
open), full kitchen and laundry room, 3
full baths, large living and dining room,
lots of space. Call 217-496-3084.
_________________________ 11/21
FALL 09: 3, 2 BEDROOM HOUSES, 2
BEDROOM 2 BATH APARTMENTS.
1026 EDGAR. 217-549-3241.
_________________________ 11/21
House for rent Spring ‘09. $330/mon,
1 BR w/ garage. Stop by 2015 10th St.
Call Jim 815-351-7089
_________________________ 11/21
4 BR house, 4 Students. Stove, fridge,
W/D. Close to campus. $275/person.

217-821-1970
_________________________ 11/21
2 bedroom, i bath duplex. $435/month.
Call 898-4588
_________________________ 11/21
3BD/2 BATH APT AT 2403 8th,
FURNISHED, ONLY 7 UNITS LEFT,
NEW STACKED W/D, ALL INCLUSIVE
PRICES $435 PER PERSON 4 UNITS
ALL TILED, OR 3 UNITS WITH NEW
CARPET. CALL 345-6210 OR VIEW
AT EIPROPS.COM
_________________________ 12/01
2 BD HOUSE AT 1613 12th STREET
W/ BASEMENT D/W, W/D, GARBAGE
INCLUDED & NICE BACKYARD.
CALL 345-6210 OR EIPROPS.COM
_________________________ 12/01
NICE 2 BD APT AT 812 TAFT, FREE
W/D IN EACH UNIT, FURNISHED,
2 UNITS ALL TILED, 2 UNITS ALL
CARPET.
$375 PER PERSON,
GARBAGE INCLUDED CALL 3456210 OR VIEW AT EIPROPS.COM
_________________________ 12/01
5 BD/ 1.5 BATH HOUSE, OR 6 BD/
2 BATH HOUSE, ONLY 2 BIGGER
HOUSES LEFT!!! WOOD FLOORS,
TILE, & NEW CARPET, NICE BACK
PORCH, D/W, W/D, & GARBAGE
INCLUDED. CALL 345-6210 OR
VIEW AT EIPROPS.COM
_________________________ 12/01
3 BD/ 2 1/2 BATHROOM HOUSE,
OPEN FLOOR PLAN, WOOD
FLOORS, NEW CARPET, W/D, D/W,
FURNISHED, CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
CALL 345-6210 OR VIEW AT
EIPROPS.COM
_________________________ 12/01
NOW LEASING FOR 09-10 SCHOOL
YEAR! 1, 2, AND 3 BEDROOM
FULLY FURNISHED APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE AT GREAT LOCATIONS!
CALL TODAY TO SEE THEM!
UNIQUE HOMES PROPERTIES, (217)
345-5022 www.unique-properties.net
_________________________ 12/15
APARTMENT TO RENT FOR SPRING
‘09! LOCATED RIGHT NEXT TO
CAMPUS, FULLY FURNISHED, AND
SPACIOUS FLOOR PLANS. UNIQUE
HOMES PROPERTIES, (217) 345-5022
www.unique-properties.net
_________________________ 12/15
NOW LEASING FOR 09-10 SCHOOL
YEAR! UNIQUE PROPERTIES 1
BEDROOM DUPLEXES LOCATED
AT 1304 4TH T. A & B. GREAT
LOCATION. CALL TODAY TO SEE
THEM! (217)345-5022 OR VISIT OUR
WEBSITE, www.unique-properties.net
_________________________ 12/15
SUMMER/FALL ‘09: 1, 2, & 4 BR
Apts., numerous locations. Appliances
included. $240-$495/MO. Ph. 3487746. www.CharlestonILApts.com
____________________________00
2 BR furnished apt, trash & water
included. $265/mon. AND 4 BR
Townhouses, 2 1/2 bath, W/D. Trash
included. 348-5427or 549-1957
____________________________00
HOUSES: 2, 3, 4, 5 bedrooms.
Washers/dryers, dishwashers, air. Close
to campus. 345-6967
____________________________00
RECENTLY REMODELED. 5 bedroom,
2 bath house. Close to campus.
Dishwasher, washer/dryer, central air.
345-6967
____________________________00
NOW RENTING FALL ‘09. EARLY
BIRD SPECIALS.
Brittany Ridge
Townhouses,
3-4
bedrooms.
Refrigerator, stove, water, trash, central
air. 234-7368
____________________________00

EIU Students, we have the place for you!
1812 9th St. offers 1, 2, 3, 4 BR apts.
They are fully furnished and updated.
Parking and trash included, laundry on
premises, and dusk-to-dawn security
lighting. Locally owned for 14 years.
Please call to schedule a showing. 3480673, leave a message.
____________________________00
Leasing Spring 2009! 2 BR apt: central
air, w/d, no pets, trash included. 617 W.
Grant. $275 per person, $500 for one.
217-348-3075
____________________________00
AFFORDABLE APARTMENTS close to
campus for guys or girls. Studio, 1, 3, 4
bedrooms. 345-6967.
____________________________00
GUYS! GIRLS! GREAT RATES! Houses
close to campus: 2,3,4,5,6,7 bedrooms.
All appliances including dishwashers
and washers/ dryers. 345-6967.
____________________________00
VILLAGE RENTALS 2009-2010 Rentals.
1 & 2 BR apts, 3 &4 BR houses. Call
217-345-2516 for an appointment.
____________________________00
Driftwood apartment for rent. 2
bedroom for Fall ‘08. Special pricing:
$550 per month. 217-276-4509.
____________________________00
For Rent: 5 and 6 bedroom houses one
block off campus on 7th St. 4 bedroom
apartment and studios available. Call
217-728-8709.
____________________________00
For lease: 09-10. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 Bedroom
homes. Complete viewing at blhi.org or
217-273-0675
____________________________00
We Have the Unit for You! Royal
Heights 1509 S. 2nd 3br/1 5ba
Glenwood 1905 12th 1,2br Pd water/
int/cable Lynn-Ro 1201 Arthur 1,2,3br
w/d in all units. Stop by office at 1509 S.
2nd or call 345-0936 lsrozek@aol.com
____________________________00
YOU CAN’T GET ANY CLOSER! Park
Place Apartment is renting for Fall 2009.
1,2 and 3 bedroom furnished apartment.
We have the size and price to fit your
needs. Stop by 715 Grant Ave, #101
or call 348-1479 ParkPlaceMgmt@aol.
com
____________________________00
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS- 1 bedroom
apartments available August 2009.
www.ppwrentals.com 348-8249
____________________________00
EXCEPTIONALLY ECONOMICAL!
Apt. with 1 bedroom loft. Furnished for
a couple or single. $385 for 1 or $435
for 2. 1/2 duplex-1 block N. of O’Brien
Field for school year 2009-2010. Call
Jan 345-8350.
____________________________00
WWW.CHUCKTOWNRENTALS.
COM
____________________________00
Ladies: Large 5, 6, and 7 BR houses,
1/2 block from campus. 10 MONTH
LEASES. www te-jrentals.com 3455048
____________________________00
Ladies: Furnished 2&3 BR apts. Best
deals! 10 MONTH LEASES. te-jrentals.
com 345-5048
____________________________00
FOR 2009-2010: VERY NICE 1, 2, 3,
4, 6, 7, AND 8 BR HOUSES AND
TOWNHOUSES. ALL EXCELLENT
LOCATIONS.
FOR
MORE
INFORMATION, CALL 217-493-7559,
OR VISIT US AT www.myeiuhome.
com.
____________________________00
EASTERNILLINOISPROPERTIESNOW
SHOWING 2009-2010 2,3,4,5,6,7,8

BEDROOM
APARTMENTS,
DUPLEXES, HOUSES.
VIEW
PROPERTIES AT WWW.EIPROPS.
COM OR CALL 217-345-6210.
____________________________00
2 or 3 BR. SHORT WALK TO CAMPUS
$250 PER/PERSON. 3 BR. AWAY
FROM CAMPUS. BOTH WITH
APPLIANCES, W/D. TRASH. PHONE
345-7244, 649-0651
____________________________00
Large 1 bedroom, five blocks from Old
Main. W/D. $375/month. No pets. 2731395.
____________________________00
Efficiency, close to campus, $325/
month, including utilities, A/C. Male
only, no smoking, no pets. 345-3232,
days.
____________________________00
FOR RENT: One, Two, and Three
Bedroom Apartments, two blocks from
Old Main, starting at $350/MO. 217549-1060
____________________________00
Excellent location. 2 bedroom apts. All
inclusive. Great Rates. 273-2048
____________________________00
Large 1 bedroom apts. Very close to
campus. Everything included. 2732048.
____________________________00
Available Jan 1st. 1 BR apt. Water and
trash included, off street parking. $400/
mo. Buchanan St. apts. 345-1266
____________________________00
Nice 3 bedroom house. CA, W/D, bar,
off-street parking. Call 217-202-4456
____________________________00
YOU’VE SEEN THE REST, NOW
TRY THE BEST!!!! Campus Pointe
Apartments offers 2 and 3 bedrooms
with individual leases AND roommate
matching. Our rent includes CABLE, HISPEED INTERNET, PHONE, WATER,
SEWER, AND TRASH. Plus, we give
you $60-$75 toward your monthly
electric bill!!! . . . AND THAT’S NOT
ALL! We have a 24-hour clubhouse that
offers a tanning bed, fitness center, game
room, and computer lab with unlimited
printing. CALL 345-6001 or visit www.
apartmentseiu.com today!
____________________________00
LOOKING FOR A BARGAIN?
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSES:
3-4 bedroom, $200 p/p. Refrigerator,
stove, water, trash, central air. 234-7368
____________________________00
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS: 1, 2, &,
3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
4 LOCATIONS TO CHOOSE FROM.
345-6533
____________________________00
New Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus. Across from
Lantz. Fully Furnished. $400/month.
Grantview Apartments. 345-3353.
____________________________00
University Village: 4 bedroom houses,
$450/per person. All utilities included.
345-1400
____________________________00
FALL 09-10: 1, 2 & 3 BR. APTS. WATER
& TRASH INCLUDED. PLENTY OF
OFF-STREET PARKING. BUCHANAN
ST. APTS. CALL 345-1266.
____________________________00
1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Trash and
parking included. Great location. Call
217-345-2363.
____________________________00
FALL ‘08 QUALITY/CONVENIENCE.
2 & 3 bedroom apartments. Washer
& Dryer included. 1-2 blocks from
campus. (217)493-7559
www.
myeiuhome.com
____________________________00
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>> Reserves
FROM PAGE 12
Freshman guard Carie Kopko led
Saint Joseph's with 16 points on 6of-12 shooting including 4-of-9 on
3-pointers.
Kopko was the only Saint Joseph's
player to score in double digits, as
the Pumas were plagued by turnovers the entire game. They had 24
turnovers in the first half and finished the game with 35 turnovers.
Sophomore forward Abigail Gazda
had nine turnovers in 29 minutes.
Eastern finished the game with
21 steals and was led by Thomas
and senior guard Ellen Canale's four
steals.
Two freshmen also played a
prominent role in the Panthers'
victory. Guard Pilar Walker handled the offense for the majority of
the second half and finished with
six points, five rebounds and seven
assists to go along with three steals
and zero turnovers. Forward Chantelle Pressley added 12 points for
the Panthers in 18 minutes.

Sallee said he was happy with
what he has seen from his freshmen.
"You sign kids that you feel really good about and are excited about,
but at the same time you're cautiously optimistic about them until
you get them in," Sallee said. "I've
been really happy with them as far
as coaching and practicing. They're
both extremely coachable. They've
been playing good minutes for us,
and we have seen what we liked
when we were recruiting them."
Walker said getting a lot of playing time early on has given her confidence headed into the regular season.
"(Getting playing time) has
made me feel like Coach Brady has
trust in me as a freshman running
the offense," Walker said.
The Panthers finished their exhibition season 2-0 and statt the regular season at 7 p.m. on Nov. 14
against Miami (Ohio) at Lantz Arena.

Davis leads Ball State past Huskies
MUNCIE, Ind. - Ball State's
Nate Davis used every option in the
arsenal Wednesday night.
There was the nifty pump-fake,
the soft lob, the deep ball, the low
liner, the long runs, and, oh yeah, all
those Northern lllinois mistakes.
Davis threw for four touchdowns
and ran for another as the No. 16
Cardinals routed Northern Illinois 45-14 on Wednesday night to
remain undefeated and alive in the
chase for a BCS bowl game.
The matchup between the MidAmerican Conference's top offense
and No. I defense wasn't even close.
MiQuale Lewis topped 100 yards
rushing for the ninth straight game
for Ball State (9-0, 5-0 MVC), which

f •'

torrent

,2,3,4 bedroan Hooses and~ Campus
side! Only seoonds away! www. ja1Salrentals.
am 217 345.6100
----------------00
Ocre to cam~ 3 bedroan house avail. 2~
09. CAw/ heat purrp, WID, llEM' caqJet. 1~12
mo lease. $900mo. 549-5402
----------------00
NCM/ RENTING FALL '00-'09: Efficiencies, 1,2,
and 3 bedrooms. All utilities, cble. and internet
included. 234-7368
----------------00
3 BR i1fX. for lease. 1051 7th St. No pets. 3457286, www jwilliamsraltals.am
----------------00
2 BR ~ br lease. 1530 1st St. and 1041 7th St.
No pets. 345-7286, www.jwilliamsrental.com
----------------00
Houses br '09: 3, 4, 5, and 6 BR Ck:re to
campus, laundry, parking. no pets. 345-7286,
wwwjwilliamsrentals.com
----------------00
2 YEAR-OLD 3 BR 2 BA DUPLEX. EXCELLENT
LOCA110N.WASHERIDRYER,DISHWASHER,
DISPOSAL THREE VANmES INClUDED.
CALL(217)493-7559 OR VISIT USATWVVW.
MY8UHOV1ECO'v\
----------------00
3 and 4 bedroan ~ Furnished and
Unfumished-A\o\€50111e locaticrl! jOOpartmeniS.
am 217345.6100
----------------00
1 and 2 Br. apartments on the sqwe. All utilities
includedexcepteiEdricity. $475-$500. Call2347368.
----------------00
3 and 4 bedrocm aplS. $~$700 per month. 6
to c:hoo;e from Call 234-7368.

FROM PAGE 12
Slota was a leader through her
consistency. Until an injury made
her sit out the regular season finale
against Illinois State, she had compiled the second longest streak of
consecutive statts in Eastern history. While Wilkening's role on
the team was not as prominent,
her role as a leader was no less
important than that of her fellow
seniors.

Their play on the field often
backed up their leadership abilities. Melinauskas finished with the
team lead in goals scored, points,
shots and shots on goal. Wilkening scored her first career goal in
the team's loss to Illinois State and
also registered an assist.
Slota's name didn't often show
up on a stat sheet because she
played as a defender on the back
line, but her consistency was
always key to the Panthers. She
played 1,533 minutes this season,
the fourth most on the team.

So while the Panthers' season
ended in heartbreaking fashion
with Tuesday night's loss, Nowak
was proud of his team and particularly of his seniors.
It's rare to have a team with so
many solid leaders on it. One or
two is typically the norm especially on a team as young as this year's
Panthers.
Nowak was lucky to break the
norm and have three.
Collin Whitchurch can be reached at
581 -7944 or at cfwhitchurch@eiu.edu.

PEARLS BEFORE SWINE I BY STEPHAN PASTIS
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NOr MUCH.
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1-4£ J.IASN'T 80DG~D
IN TEN HOURS ...
BE~IE'V£ ME. I DON'T
I<NOWI-lOW TO
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Collin Whitchurch can be reached at
581 -7944 or at cfwhitchurch@eiu.edu.

NATIONAL SPORTS I COLLEGE FOOTBALL

The Associated Press

>> Whitchurch

produced eight plays of 25 yards or
more in scoring its season high.
Northern IUinois (5-4, 4-2)
allowed nearly six times its per game
average of8.2 points.
Davis finished 18-of-22 for 300
yards and broke Mike Neu's career
record for completions. The junior
has 592, 12 more than Neu. Lewis
ran 19 times and topped the 1,000yard mark, while Louis Johnson
roamed free behind the secondary
with six catches for 165 yards and a
TD.
The H uskies were completely out
of sync but could only blame themselves for the inexplicable mistakes.
After forcing an early punt, defensive back Kiaree Daniels ran into
Ball State's Chris Miller, drawing a
15-yard penalty to extend the drive.

f •'

torrent

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 00
2,4, and 5 BR houses and 1 BR luxUI)'~rtmen1s.
Great locatioos, vsy da;e. www.gbadgerrentals.
am 345-9595
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 00
2,3, and 4 bedrooms. Extremely closetocampus.
Great Price! (217) 2540754
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 00
20091201 0 school year. 3-6 bedroan houses.
Wa91erkiyer, AIC, cif street parking. 10 month
lease. Call 273-1395.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 00
DrifMo:xl apartments ro.v renting br 2009.
2 BR, WID, encla;ed deck Very nice. $5851
month. 217-2764509.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 00
Uncolnwocx! Plnetree Apartrrer1ls renting studio,
1, 2, and 3 bedrooms for 20091201 0. Very clcre
to campus and affordable rent Call 345-6000.
EmaillincPineAJ:t®a:osolidated.net.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 00
Uncolnwocx! Pinetree Apartrrer1ls has 2
bedroan ~rtmen1s avail<ble. Call 345-6000.
EmaillincPineAJ:t®a:osolidated.net.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 00
2 bErloom 1.5 bath ajX11lment Central Air, WID,
D~, Walk in clcr.els. No Pas. $275 per
peson. 1017 Woodlawn. 348-3075
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 00
3 bedroan house. 0A, WID, Dishwasher, l.g
roan. No Pas. $350 perpeson. 1510 B street
348-3075
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 00
2 bedroan 2 bath ajX11lment WID, 0A Large
kitchen with SfXldoos roan and big closets. No
Pas. $3~$325 per peson. 1520 and 1521 c
street 348-3075
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 00

GET FUZZY I BY DARBY CONLEY

No. 1002
ACROSS
1 In a poem, it
"perched upon
a bust of Pallas
just above my
chamber door"
6 Sing like Mel
Torme
10 Use cue cards
14 Slightly ahead
1s Part of a military
band
16
dixit
17 Anxious baseball
player at the
plate?
19 Talk like Daffy
20 Supermarket
bagful
21 Great literature
it's not
22 Wallpaper and
such
23 "Big Sur" writer,
1962
2s Worst in the
worst way
27 Sign above a
luau buffet?
29 Working factory,
e.g.
32 Actress
Popplewell of
"The Chronicles
of Narnia"
33 _
in victory
34 Hogwarts stick
35 High-school
disrupters

37
38
39
40
41
45

46
so
s1
s2
53
54
57
sa
59
60

61

62

Big party
_ premium
Out of order
Broad valleys
Land of laughs?
Horace who
founded the New
York Tribune
They may be
seen on slides
Certain resident
of Yemen
Ready
Home of Sault
Ste. Marie: Abbr.
It may be held at
a 39-Down
Flood of ideas?
Observer
Barn young 'un
Where to see
"bombs bursting"
Flat sound
One who wants
you to put away
everything he
sets out
Two-time Time
Man of the Year
(and a hint to
17-, 27-, 41- and
54-Across)

DOWN
1980s craze
starter
2 Quickly
3 Campaign target
1

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

PUZZLE SY SAMUEL A. DONALDSON

Suffix with insist
Preinterview
purchase, maybe
6 Lit, as a match
7 Zealot's group
s Five-spot
9 Contents of some
pits
10 Provoke
11 "War and Peace,"
e.g.
12 Business partner
13 Takes the starch
out of
1s Product promoted
as having both
"beauty" and
"brains"
22 Nickelodeon's
explorer
4

24

s

25
26
28
29
30
31
35
36
37
39
40

42
43

Newspaper piece
Chinese secret
society
Directs
One-named New
Age musician
Road trip events
Popular dates for
dates
Loser at the dice
table
Blood
Out of whack
Actress Dunaway
Shop with
53-Across
Pays a visit
Choir section
Duty

44

Harbinger

47

Powdered
cleaning agent

48

Hospital
procedure, for
short

49

Draconian

s1

Washed out

54

Abbr. atop some
e -mails

ss

Cheering word

56

Sea urchin, at a
sushi bar

For answers. ca 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a m nute; or, w th a
cred t card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annua subscr pt ons are ava abe for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the as! 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
On ne subscr pions: Today's puzz e and more than 2,000 past
puzz es, nyt mes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share I ps: nyt mes.com/puzz eforum. Crosswords for young
so vers: nyt mes.com/ earn ng/xwords.
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WOMEN'S RUGBY I SPOTLI GHT

Eastern sophomore has football past
Schnura one of two
Panthers' rugby players
who previously
played football
By BRANDY PROVAZNIK
Staff Reporter
Sophomore prop Anne Schnura
was in the seventh grade when she
tried out for the football team. She
said everyone noticed right away that
a girl was there because her ponytail
stuck out from underneath her helmet.
"Everyone kept saying, 'What
is a girl doing here?"' Schnura said.
"lhen we got into our pads and
starting hitting drills and they were
like, 'Wait, she's serious, like she's
not messing around,' and they started to accept me. I showed them that
I was there to play, and I wasn't just
some prissy girl wanting artention."
Schnura said when she played in
grade school she really felt included
and like part of the team, but high
school was a whole different story.
At Evergreen Park High School
Schnura said she felt more like the
laughing stock than anything else
but that didn't keep her from playing the game.
"I worked hard to prove myself
in practice everyday,'' Schnura said.
"I went all out and I never gave up
even though the coaches were very
discouraging, they said I couldn't
hit hard enough and it bothered me,
but it bothered me to where I had to
prove them wrong."
Schnura stayed with football all
four years of high school never missing a practice, but the coaches didn't
allow her to play in a game until the
last 45 seconds of her last game.
"It sucked; it really did, practicing
all the time and working my burt of
and not gerting to play in a game,"
Schnura said. "But at the same time,
I didn't look at it as me wasting my
time. I looked at it as the harder I
push on defense in practice, I am
going to make that offense better."
Schnura said it was tough but

>> Fundraising
FROM PAGE 12
Burke said she believes scholarships will not be affected by the economic crisis, but she acknowledged
that situation could change.
The three-to-five year plan, which
began in the summer for the athletic department, is still being devel-

KAROLINA STRACK ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Freshman prop Anne Schnura was on her middle school and high school football teams before playing rugby
at Eastern. Schnura and junior flanker Stephanie Militello are the two rugby players who played football.

she has no regrets and would happily play football again if she had the
opportunity.
"Even though I laid out all the

guys in practice, the coaches still
didn't play me," she said. "I got laid
out myself too, don't get me wrong,
but I got right back up like the rest

of them and they didn't think I was
going to."
Schnura's older brother Jim said
the fact she stuck with football shows

oped, Burke said. She and Moersch
have been discussing goals of percent
or monetary increases and are evaluating where to gain resources. Burke
said she works two to three times a
week on the plan.
"It's a huge process," Burke said.
"It's extremely important for us to
grow the program and push ourselves."
The money received from the

Panther Club goes into an "income
pool" and is distributed to programs that are short of needed funding. If there is money left over from
the Panther Club's donation, Burke
said the athletic department rolls the
money back to the Panther Club to
be used for the next fiscal year.
Despite the poor economic simatio n, Burke said football ticket sales
have been stable compared to past

seasons. She said Eastern's athletic
department is devising new ticketing
methods to count and increase football and basketball artendance next
year.
"We are developing attendance
working groups," Burke said. "They
will focus on our various constituent
groups like faculty, students, community members, etc., and try to
engage more people."

MLK Unio n
Oakl a nd Room
8:00 PM
Tuesda y Noon
Wednesda y 9 :00 AM
5:00
8 :00 PM
Thursda y Noon
Frida y 9 :00 AM
4:00 PM
Or to schedule an appointment, go to
ouryear . com, and enter school code 1611

345-6533
DlD£/D~Nf M~N~GfMfNI

her strength and commitment.
'1 think there was like one or two
other girls that tried out and they
got frustrated and quit in like a couple days, Anne got frustrated and
tried harder," Jim Schnura said.
Jim said growing up with three
brothers, Anne was always one of
the boys and she had no problem
keeping up with them and playing
as rough as they did.
Schnura is not the only player on
the rugby team that has a football
background.
Junior flanker Stephanie Militello played football her freshman
and sophomore year at St. Francis
DeSales High School.
As a freshman, Militello earned a
starting spot at wide receiver for the
varsity team.
'1 had a little difficulty at first
my freshman year, but once I
proved myself I didn't have a whole
lot of problems," Militello said. "It
was tough to earn the coaches' and
everybody's respect at first because
I think they expected me to fail or
give up or not be good enough, so
I just had to work harder to prove
them wrong. When I started playing
varsity as a freshman girl they kind
of had to shut up."
Militello is Eastern's leading tackler with 76 tackles so far this season.
Militello also broke the career tackling record as a sophomore with 186
tackles.
"She is an amazing defensive
player and would be an asset to any
football team," head coach Frank
Graziano said. "Put pads and a helmet on her and she would make a
heck of a linebacker."
Schnura and Militello's football
skills have helped them adjust and
transition into rugby, Graziano said.
"Neither Anne or Stephanie have
ever been afraid of physical contact,"
Graziano said. "They both know
how to tackle and do it well and that
is always beneficial to the team to
have people that already instinctively
know certain parts of the game."
Brandy Provaznik can be reached at
581 -7944 or at bjprovaznik@eiu.edu.

Smith said he is impressed with
Burke's hiring of a "diverse, young
and energetic" team of people.
"Some positive changes are happening to the Panther Club and
marketing aspect, which in fact will
help our fundraising grow in corporate sales," Smith said.
Bob Bajek can be reached at 581-7944
or at rtbajek@eiu.edu.
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WARD REPEATS
TOUCHDOWN
PERFORMANCE

DESMINWARD
Top Cat is a weekly feature that showcases one of the
top athletes from the past week and gives a profile of
the top player and moments from the sporting event.

Jumbo package
leads way to end zone
By SCOTT RICHEY
Sports Editor

Desmin Ward spent more time
on the field in Eastern's 34-6 win
against Murray State on Saturday than he spent on the field in
the Panthers' win against Southeast
Missouri two weeks earlier.
He rushed for more yards on
more carries, but at the end of the
game the results were the same. The
freshman running back from Milwaukee led the Panthers with three
rushing touchdowns. Ward now
leads Eastern with eight touchdowns
this season and is sixth in the Ohio
Valley Conference in scoring.
"He runs behind his pads," Eastern red-shirt junior quarterback
Bodie Reeder said about Ward.
"He's faster than people give him
credit for. He's a big body, but he
hits the hole pretty hard. He hits it
with some speed."
Even though Ward got more carries in the middle of the field, all
three of his touchdowns against the
Racers came in short yardage situations. Just like all three of his touchdowns against Southeast Missouri.
"I feel like when we get to the
goal line, that's my area, so I just try
to run as hard as I can and get to
the end zone," Ward said.
Leading the way out front blocking for Ward is Eastern's jumbo
offensive package. And jumbo is the
proper designation.
Red-shirt senior fullback Chip
Keys (6-2, 259 pounds), red-shirt
senior tight end Trent Steckel (6-2,
224 pounds) and red-shirt freshman
defensive tackle D'Angelo McCray
(6-4, 333 pounds) block for Ward
in goal line rushing situations.
In front of those blockers is Eastern's offensive line, which is just as
big with red-shirt freshman tackle
Ryan Grossman (6-4, 295 pounds),
red-shirt junior guard Chaz Millard (6-3, 289 pounds), red-shirt
junior center Chris Vaccaro (6-3,
285 pounds), red-shirt junior guard
Mike Scheibel (6-3, 319 pounds)
and junior tackle Otis Hudson (6-5,
300 pounds).
Ward is not small in stature himself at 6 feet and 223 pounds.

AMIR PRELLBERG ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Freshman running back Desmin Ward rushed for three touchdowns in the Panthers' 34-6 win against Murray State on Saturday afternoon at O'Brien
Stadium. It was the second time in three weeks Ward scored three times, and he did so behind the blocking of Eastern's jumbo offensive formation.

"He's just tough," red-shirt sophomore running back Chevon Walker said about Ward. "He's hard to
bring down."
Keys is playing in a different
spot in the jumbo package than he
did last season. Last year, Keys was
in Ward's spot and made the most
of his time as the primary back in
short yardage situations by mshing
for six touchdowns in the Panthers'
first five games. Keys then injured
his ankle and missed the final seven
games of the season.
"I think, last year, what hurt us
was we didn't have a really big powerful back," Keys said. "That's why I
had to switch around to that. I was

kind of out of my element a lirtle
bit."
Keys said he is happy with the
switch back to fullback because that
is his natural position.
"Me at fullback and Desrnin at
tailback works great," Keys said.
"The thing about him, if he can't
run through (defenders), he can run
around them."
Another change to the jumbo
package is the addition of McCray.
Red-shirt senior defensive end Ryan
Bennert was the extra blocker last
year in the jumbo package, but he
broke his leg before this season started.
Keys said Bennert was perfect for

the blocking assignment and hard
to replace, but he said McCray has
improved as the season has progressed.
"D'Angelo's really come a long
way," Keys said. "He's never blocked
anyone before I don't think. He's a
young guy and he's learning, and he
stepped up to the challenge and he's
doing a great job."
Keys said Eastern's success with
the jumbo package starts with the
Panthers' offensive line before it gets
to the big guys in the backfield. He
said a strong push from the offensive line was important in the win
against Murray State.
"We just kind of owned them up
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front all day," Keys said. "We get a
good push from the (offensive line).
We can prerty much do whatever we
want."
Reeder has the easiest job in the
jumbo package: hand the ball off to
Ward and let him follow his blockers through a defense with multiple players stacked into the box and
into the end zone. Other than that,
Reeder stays out of the play, and his
size dictates that.
"I'm the smallest guy by six inches and 100 pounds in (the formation) I think," Reeder joked.
Scott Richey can be reached at 581 7944 or at srrichey@eiu.edu.
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NATIONAL SPORTS
BASKETBALL
Philadelphia at Orlando I
7 tonight on TNT
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL I EASTERN 104, ST. JOS EPH 'S 49

ATHLETICS I SPOTLIGHT

Reserves lead Panthers to win

Athletic
department
looking for
Panther Club
growth

Team finishes
preseason undefeated

SOCCER
New England vs. Chicago Fire I
8 :30 tonight on ESPN 2

By COLLIN WHITCHURCH
Staff Reporter

BASKETBALL
Houston at Portland I
9:30 tonight on TNT

Prior to Wednesday's 104-49 victory against Saint Joseph's (Ind.),
Eastern head women's basketball
coach Brady Sallee said he wanted
to see what he could get out of his
reserves in the team's final game of
the exhibition season.
After the victory, Sallee said he
was pleased with what he saw out
of his reserves.
"As soon as we felt like we got
what we wanted out of (the starters), we wanted to get some kids
that I think we're going to need this
year in order to do what we want to
do (in the game)," Sallee said.
Starting senior forward Rachel
Galligan sat the entire second half
with the Panthers ahead by 44
points while several role players led
the way in the victory.
Junior guard Ashley Thomas
and junior forward Maggie Kloak
scored a team-high 14 points each
for the Panthers.
"After a long preseason it's great
to go out there and play against
someone else and not our own
team," Kloak said. "Little by litde everyone's getting a lot of experience. That's what we need going
into next week with two big
games."
Junior guard Lauren Sturtevant
scored eight points, and junior forward Marie Baker scored seven
KARLA BROWNING I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
points to add to Eastern's reserve
Junior forward Marie Baker reaches for the basket while being guarded
players' offensive production.
by Saint Joseph's sophomore forward Abigail Gazda. Eastern beat the
Pumas 104-49 on Wednesday night Lant z Arena.
» SEE RESERVES, PAGE 9

COLLIN WHITCHURCH

Seniors
deserve
credit
After Tuesday's 2-1loss to
Morehead State ended the Eastern women's soccer team's season, head coach T im Nowak
wanted to make one more
point before it was all said and
done.
"Our three seniors have
been great role models both as
women and as soccer players,"
N owak said after the loss.
H e wasn't asked about the
play of his seniors, but felt
strongly enough about them
that he wanted to make a point
to say something about them,
and reasonably so.
Forward Pam Melinauskas,
and defenders Ashley Slota and
Lindsey Wilkening were the
only three seniors on this year's
team.
The Panthers had an
extremely young team with six
freshmen, one red-shirt freshman and five sophomores.
They needed leadership, and
the three seniors provided it.
The underclassmen were
always quick to bring up the
leadership qualities of the three
seniors on the team.
N owak was the same.
Any time he was asked about
players who provided leadership, he brought up the seniors.
H e did that again Tuesday
night.
" It's always sad to see seniors
finish their careers no matter
how many wins and losses they
have," N owak said. "(Melinauskas, Slota, and Wilkening) have
been a pleasure to have and are
the type of people who you not
only want to coach but want to
know.
I'm proud to have been able
to spend the last four years
coaching them."
The three seniors' leadership
was evident both in practices as
well as matches.
Melinauskas was the most
vocal of the three and was often
yelling out directions to players
on the field.

WOMEN'S RUGBY I EASTERN 63, CLEMSON 0

Eastern
steam rolls
Clemson
By BOB SHAUGHNESSY
Staff Reporter
The Eastern women's rugby team
set out for South Carolina looking for

two victories to complete their perfect
10-0 season. The Panthers carne out of
Wednesday's game halfway there.
The Panthers (9-0) defeated the
Clemson Tigers 63..0 Wednesday in
Clemson, S.C. The T igers (5-2) carne
into the game already shutting out
four teams this year.
The T igers were the fifth team shutout by the Panthers so far this season.
The T igers were added to Eastern's shutout list, which includes Wisconsin-Stevens Point (102-0), Colorado (86..0), Kansas (52-0) and Purdue
(100-0).
The Panthers were led by strong
defensive performances by senior flyhalf Amanda Fromm and junior lock
Chase Cain.
All of the Panthers players stepped
it up on the defensive end as they
were forced to play the third game in
a row without leading tackler Stephanie Militello, Eastern head coach Gra-

>> SEE WHITCHURCH, PAGE 9
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Senior wing Samantha Manto fights over the ball with a Kansas player
on Oct. 18 at the Lakeside Rugby Field.
ziano said.
He said Militello ,who is suffering
from a leg injury, is hoping to be back
for the finale against North Carolina.
The Panthers were led on the offensive end by junior wing Crystal Jones
with five trys and senior wing Samantha Manto with three trys.
The game was the fifth time the
two teams have met and had an outcome similar to Wednesday's. The last
time they met in 2005, Eastern won
86-0.
The game carne after a 12 -day layoff for the Panthers, but it did not stop
their momentum one bit. The Panthers knew their perfect season was on
the line and could not be stopped on
either the offensive or defensive side of
the ball.

The Panthers also had some extra
motivation as they knew their head
coach was the founder of Clemson's
rugby team and is a Clemson alumnus.
Now with the team staying in
South Carolina for the next four days
they will be forced to practice on an
unfamiliar fidd. H owever, practicing on a field they will be playing on
will give them the advantage in a game
that is being played at a neutral site,
Graziano said.
The Panthers will finish up the season with a game against North Carolina at 6 p.m. on Saturday at Clemson.
Bob Shaughnessy can be reached at
581 -7944 or at rrshaughnessy@eiu.edu.

Burke plans on
increasing funds
through membership,
ticket sales
ByBOBBAJEK
Staff Reporter
Eastern's athletic department is
struggling to expand the Panther
Club to help fund its athletic programs and athletic scholarships as
the United States goes through the
current economic situation.
Eastern athletic director Barbara
Burke said she knows the economy
is negatively affecting many aspects
of the country, but she said she
hopes her department can increase
fundraising from the Panther Club.
"We hope the economy will
soon stabilize and we would maintain budget before our spring drive,"
Burke said. "We are cautiously
optimistic of growing the Panther
Club."
Joel Moersch, assistant athletic director of philanthropy, said
the Panther Club cash donation
for fiscal year 2008 ($317, 070.94)
is greater than fiscal year 2009
($297,229.64). H owever, fiscal year
2009 has brought in more money
than 2007 ($274, 943.52).
Moersch said the drop off from
2008 to the current fiscal year is the
result of unpaid pledges that the athletic department is in the process of
identifying and collecting.
Moersch said one benefit to
any donator is the donations are
tax deductible. He said this makes
donating more desirable.
"We just encourage our supporters to consult their tax advisors as
they should with any donation,"
Moersch said.
Former associate athletic director John Smith said the drop off in
donations has been almost unnoticeable. H e said he attributes that
to people who care about Eastern
athletics.
"People with the means to still
give will still do that because they
want to help our athletes and coaches be successful," Smith said.
In order to grow the overall base
of financial support from the Panther Club, Burke said the athletic
department is dividing its fundraising workforce and relocating funds
for more efficiency. Other goals are
for mid-level donations to help run
the everyday operations of the Panther Club and grow membership
from the ground up.
According to Moersch, he is
working on communicating and
contacting Panther Club members
in order to promote more scholarships to go to student athletes. H e
said the points he will key on are
academics, scholarship and leadership.

»

SEE FUNDRAISING, PAGE 10

EASTERN SPORTS SCHEDULE
VOLLEYBALL
Friday vs. Jacksonville State
7 p.m. - Lantz Arena.

I

FOOTBALL
Saturday at Tennesse State
1 p.m. -Nashville, Tenn.

I

VOLLEYBALL
Saturday vs. Tennessee Tech
2 p.m. - Lantz Arena

I

WOMEN'S RUGBY
Saturday at North Carolina
6 p.m. - Clemson, S.C.

I

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Saturday vs. Illinois College
7 p.m. - Lantz Arena

I

